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Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey with Arts and Africa. As we 
promised in our last programme, we have a report this week on popular 
music from the People's Republic of the -Congo. Music like this •.•••• 

MUSIC EXTRACT - LE PEUPLE 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

That was Mbemba Mayakamba sung by Le Peuple, a song written for the 
fifth anniversary of the death of Monseigneur Theophile Mbemba, the first 
Archbishop of the Congo who died during the night of the 12th and 13th of 
June, 1976. The song has sometimes been given a symbolic interpretation 
in t _hat it implies that the .Archbishop will return again. Some people 
identify this with his O"IAl!l ethnic group, the Lare , who have claimed that_ 
one day, they may return to power in the Congo. I understand, however, 
that this is an interpretation which some people read into the words of 
the song - we don't know if it was intended by the singers themselves . 
/myway, that is a sound heard far beyond the borders with the Republic of 
the Congo, a sound familiar even in East Africa and often wrongly thought 
to originate only in Zaire. Of cou~se, there are many famous g1·oups in 
Zaire, singers like Franco and his OK Jazz and Rocheraux but across the 
river in Brazzaville, the musical tradition is just as strong if perhaps 
not so well-knoim internationally, with groups like the one we 'v_e just 
heard: Le Peuple, and others such as The Bantu, Les Trois Freres led by 
Youlu !1iliiala. Most of the best known singers in the Congo come from the 
South, the more developed part of the country where it's been easier to 
get ac~ess to discs and tapes and .so on. But that's also the area that 
is closest ethnically to Zaire. Yet, despite the similar origin and a 
common tradition, songs of both countries certainly do have their 
differences. A recent visitor to Brazzaville, Patrick Gilkes spoke to 
Jan Van Menen ~n1o's looked at both countries musical output and .Patrick 
asked Jan what were the most obvious differences between Zaire and Congo 
musically. 

JAN VAN MENEN 

Well, I think there are two main differences. ~irstly, the Latin 
American influence, in the Congo is much stronger, it undoubt8dly exists 
also in the Zairais music but due to the political history of the Congo 
where there have been, as of independence 1 very close ties with the Cubans. 
There are many more Latin American influences in their music. It is 
interesting to know that these political ties have been trarisformed also 
in their cultur8l traditions . The other thing is that the music from 
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the Congo is emotionally seen as a bit more superficial and a bit more 
carefree which does not necessarily means that it is musically more 
superficial because from the technical ,point -~f view, the Congolese musicians 
are just as good as the Zairais which is also proved by the fact that quite 
a few of Congolese musicians who play in Zairais groups, also with Franco 
and with Rocheraux. One of the best examples of Zairais music, of about 
ten years ago, is this sng by Rocheraux called 1Christinet. 

MUSIC EXTRACT - ROCHERAUX 

PATRICK GILKES 

Now tha.t was the Zairais musician, Rocheraux. Now who would be a 
eood example of a contrasting style, in fact, from Congo, Brazzaville? 

Well·, I could. let you hear this one, it's by the Bantu who are one 
of the oldest Congolese groups. This is about two years ago and you ~an 
hear the heavy Cuban influences in it. 

TAPE -
MUSIC EXTRACT - THE ~ANTU 

PATRICK GILKES 

Now the Bantu have been established for a long time and they are 
something of a Congolese national· group aren't th~y? Now these sort of 
Cuban/Latin lm1erican influences found in, as it were, younger more recent 
singers who have come up more recently, can you still find this or has 
the thing changed again? 

Th-ere are. some recent e?(amples where you don't find it in it but 
there are also recent example~, for instance Le Peuple where you also 
find still the same influence. 

PATRICK GILKES 

Can we hear some of Le Peuple? 

Yes. 



TAPE -
MUSIC EXTnACT 

PATRICK GILI(ES 
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LE PEUl?LE 

Is this the sort of tl1ing though that ·people like Youlu Mbiala, 
when he was with the Three Brothers and perhaps since then, is putting 
out as well or is there some difference betwee::. say · someone like Mbiala 
and Le Peuple? 

JAN VAN_ ~NFd~ 

Yes. Yol'. remember Mbiala is more commercial and has less Cuban 
i~fluences. It's closer to Zairais music traditionally as you can hear 
now. 

TAPE 

MUSIC EXTH.AC'.r - YOULU MBIALA 

PATRICK GILKES 

But now Mbiala, like Le Peuple, have been around for several years 
and they aren't actual newcomers on the musical scene in_ Brazzaville • 
.Are there groups appearing in Brazzaville who actually produce music that 
is using newer western traditions in the shape of disco music and things 
like this? Is this appearing here at all or not? 

JAN V .AN MENEN 

In Brazzaville not so. There is only, of course, Sammy Masamba 
}<-;:ing j_n Paris ·who is a Congolese guy who is making music which is disco. 
But in Brazzaville itself, not so much. 

PATRICK GILKES 

Is there any ~ign of disco music coming here? 

J AN VAN J,IENEN 

Nos, it's mainly that in Zai.re. For instance, the singer Abei ti (phon) 
a woman who has been making records recently, I think nre very much disco 
and then, c£ course, there I s Aiko (phon) who i s pretending to make disco 
as a way to attract publ~c but in fact is not. 

PATRICK GILKES 

So then, who are the new popular young Congolese singers? 
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JAN V Al"\J MENEN 

Well, the most recent one is Theolez Kunku (phon) who has just 
put out his second long player and within a few weeks the third will come. 
He has been around sometimes playing around with other musicians but now 
it seems he is really kind of taking off, particularly this s ;ng which 
has recently become very well-known also in West Africa, all over in 
li'rench Africa. It's called Amala Jungola (phon). 

MUSIC EXTRACT - THEOLEZ KUNKU (phon) 

Now that doesn't really seem to be coming out of the same tradition 
of Latin .Ameri can/Cuban influence, it doesn't seem to have certainly the 
same strength of' influence in it. Does in fact Kunku (phon) look to 
other sources of information in a way that perhaps some of the other 
Congolese singers don't? 

JAN VAN MENEN 

Well, thi.s song particularly is coming straight from a certain 
region in the Congo and it reflects a certain traditiono You are also 
supposed to dance · a bit differently to it. But mainly what he i ·s doing 
f or a rest is in the mainstream of Rumba that is generally played in 
Zair e and the Congo. 

PATRICK G ILiffiS 

Just, in fact, for comparative purposes, can we hear a little genuine 
Congolese folk music? 

JAN VAN IVIENEN 

Yes, but it's popularised. 

PATRICK GILKES 

Let's hear a little of it just to see how it compares with what we 
have been listening too 

riJJSIC EXTRACT - c ,..iNGOLESE FOLK MUSIC 



ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

So we end there with a little folk music, albeit in a popularised 
version to round off Panrick Gilkes and Jan Van Menen's joint report. 
And that's it fro:n Arts and Africa for this week and we leave you with a 
final song from Orchestre Telemusic, a group from the Post and Telecommun
ications agency in Brazzaville playing Les Ondits - the Gossips. And 
until next week, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye . 

TAPE 

MUSIC EXTRACT - ORCHESTRE TELEMUSIC 


